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Planets for 
Binoculars in 
December 
2022

• This month there are a number of opportunities 
to view the planets in binoculars.

• On December 5th 2022 The Moon occults Uranus.

• On December 8th 2022 The Moon occults Mars.

• Throughout December Mars remains close to The 
Hyades in Taurus providing a wide field delight.

• On December 18th there are 4 planets visible in a 
line.

• On December 25th there is a beautiful alignment 
of The Moon, Mercury and Venus.



Occultation of 
Uranus

• This event takes place on December 5th. 

• Occultation starts at 16:50 from the centre
of the UK.

• This is approximately 50 minutes after 
sunset when the sky will not be fully dark but 
Uranus can be seen in binoculars.

• The occultation ends at 17:17 central UK 
time when the skies will be darker.

• Uranus appears as a green hued “star” at 
low magnifications, but more powerful 
binoculars may reveal a small disc.



Occultation of Uranus



Occultation of Mars

• This occultation takes place on the 8th

December 2022 when Mars will be hidden 
by a full Moon.

• Occultation commences at 04:57.

• Occultation ends at 05:57.

• Mars is easily visible in any binoculars as a 
deep orange disk.



Occultation of Mars



Mars 
December 
1st 2022.



Mars 
December 
31st 2022.



Parade of Planets at 19:00 December 18th 2022.



A Christmas Day Treat

• On 25th December at 16:45 look southwest.

• A sliver of crescent Moon will be visible as well as 
Venus and Mercury.

• Venus will be the brighter planet.

• The Moon may also exhibit “Earthshine” with the 
unlit part of the Moon glowing a lilac colour as 
sunlight is reflected off the Earth onto the Moons 
surface.



Earthshine



A Christmas 
Day Treat.


